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In order to accomplish desired movements, the nervous
system must specify the movement dynamics: it must provide a
signal that compensates for the mechanical constraints encountered during movement. Here we tested whether the population activity of Purkinje cells in the cerebellum speci®es the
dynamics for pursuit eye movements. We ®rst estimated the
population activity by computing weighted averages of Purkinje
cell ®ring on a millisecond time scale. We then generated

predicted eye movements by transforming this pooled neural
activity with a description of eye mechanics. We found that the
equally weighted average of Purkinje cell outputs produced a
close match between the predicted and actual eye movements.
These ®ndings demonstrate that neural circuits through the
cerebellum are capable of providing the dynamic compensation
necessary to achieve desired movements. NeuroReport 11:1±6
& 2000 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins.
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INTRODUCTION

Pursuit eye movements, which primates use to smoothly
track moving visual objects, depend critically upon the
cerebellum [1]. In particular, the ventral para¯occulus and
¯occulus of the cerebellum provide a major component of
the motor command for pursuit [2]. Purkinje cells in these
regions exhibit large changes in simple-spike ®ring during
pursuit eye movements [3±6] that is cosine-tuned for the
direction of eye movement [7]. Figure 1 shows the simplespike activity of four sample Purkinje cells (Fig. 1a) during
the pursuit of a target that moved at a constant speed of
5 deg/s (Fig. 1b). When the eye starts moving, Purkinje
cells exhibit a transient increase in ®ring rate as eye speed
increases from zero toward target speed. As the eye movement continues, Purkinje cells exhibit a sustained, but
lower, increase in ®ring rate while eye speed matches
target speed.
Although it is known that the activity of these Purkinje
cells is important for pursuit, the signi®cance of the
temporal variation in their ®ring rate has not been established. The ®ring rate of Purkinje cells varies as a function
of eye speed, accounting for most of the sustained changes
in activity observed during maintained pursuit [3±6].
However, this sensitivity to eye speed cannot account for
the transient overshoots in ®ring rate during the initiation
of pursuit, because the overshoots in ®ring are typically
much larger than any overshoots in eye speed (Fig. 1).
Previously, these overshoots have been attributed to either
visual inputs [6,8] or an eye acceleration component to
Purkinje cell ®ring [9]. The results we present here demonstrate that these transient overshoots in ®ring have the
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appropriate amplitude and timing, on average, to overcome the sluggish dynamics of the eye plant during the
onset of pursuit.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protocol: We recorded from Purkinje cells (n  50) in the
ventral para¯occulus of two monkeys using standard
recording and analysis techniques as described in detail
previously [6,7]. Brie¯y, under halothane anesthesia and
aseptic conditions, monkeys were implanted with a coil of
wire in one eye for measuring eye movements, a head
holder, and a recording cylinder. Extracellular potentials
were recorded from Purkinje cells with glass-insulated
platinum±iridium microelectrodes while the monkeys
tracked the visual target to acquire liquid reinforcements.
Monkeys were trained to smoothly follow a small target
spot that was initially at rest and then started to move at a
constant speed in the Purkinje cell's preferred direction. At
the onset of target motion, a step displacement of the target
was added to eliminate the need for the monkey to make
corrective saccades.
Measures: For each Purkinje cell, we aligned the responses on the onset of target motion and averaged the
simple-spike ®ring rates and eye velocity records from 20±
30 trials. We measured overshoot indices for each Purkinje
cell from its average simple-spike ®ring rate during three
intervals: (1) baseline was measured in a 100 ms interval
ending on target motion onset, (2) peak was measured in a
50 ms interval starting 125 ms after target motion onset,
and (3) maintained was measured in a 150 ms interval
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Statistical tests were performed using commercially
available software (SigmaStat, SPSS) and algorithms [10].
Other descriptions of some of the neuronal data used in
this paper have been published previously [7,11].
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Fig. 1. Overshoots in the ®ring rate of Purkinje cells during pursuit eye
movements. (a) The simple-spike ®ring of four Purkinje cells in the
ventral para¯occulus during 20±30 presentations of a target moving at
5 deg/s in their preferred direction. Firing rates are aligned on target
motion onset. Numbers to right of each trace indicate the individual
overshoot indices for each Purkinje cell. (b) The target speed (gray) and
average eye speed (solid) recorded at the same time as the four ®ring
rates.

starting 350 ms after target motion onset. The overshoot
index was de®ned as peakÿbaseline/maintainedÿbaseline.
Analysis: Populations of ®ring rate were constructed by
subtracting the baseline ®ring rate from each Purkinje cell,
scaling the ®ring rate by a weight determined by eqn (2) in
the Results section, and averaging across all Purkinje cells
in 1 ms steps for the duration of the trial. In cases in which
this scaling would have provided negative ®ring rates, the
®ring rate was assigned a value of zero instead. These
population averages were then provided as inputs to a
description of the eye plant. Simulations were run using
the Matlab Simulink toolbox. Optimal ®ts were obtained
by adjusting the wo and/or ws parameters of eqn (2) to
minimize the squared error between predicted and actual
eye speed. Estimates of the variance in predicted eye
velocity for ÷2 tests were generated using a bootstrap
procedure: optimal ®ts were obtained with 150±200 population averages, each made from Purkinje cells randomly
selected from our sample (with replacement), to generate a
distribution of predicted values at each time point.
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RESULTS

It is possible to directly test whether these Purkinje cells
provide dynamic compensation during pursuit movements, because the eye is a mostly linear mechanical
system and the system dynamics can be inferred from the
®ring rates of ocular motor neurons [12,13]. A single set of
ocular motor neurons is used for all classes of eye movements and their ®ring rates are generally related to eye
movements as follows: FMN (t)  ke(t)  re9(t)  e0(t)ÿ
Ts FMN (t) (1) where FMN (t), e(t), e9(t) and e0(t) are the rate of
motor neuron ®ring, the eye position, eye velocity, and eye
acceleration at time t. Recordings from motor neurons have
provided estimates of the typical values of the three coef®cients: k (4 spikes/s/deg), r (0.95 spikes/s/(deg/s)), and m
(0.015 spikes/s/(deg/s2 )) [12,13], which re¯ect the elastic,
viscous, and inertial properties of the eye, respectively. In
addition, the ®ring rates of motor neurons exhibit a slide
component, Ts , described by a time constant of 83 ms
[14]. Changes in motor neuron ®ring directly change the
forces applied to the eye; these forces are ®ltered by the
dynamics of the eye plant to produce the physical movement of the eyes. In contrast to the limbs, the load imposed
by the eyes is essentially constant, greatly simplifying the
relationship between changes in the applied force and the
resulting movements. Based upon eqn (1), the eye plant
can be described as a second-order linear system with two
poles (T1  16 ms, m/r, and T2  179 ms, r/k) and one
zero (Ts s  83 ms) [12,13]. More complex nonlinear models
of the plant have been proposed to account for the faster
dynamics of saccadic eye movements [15], but linear
models like that based upon en (1), or even simpler, are
generally used in descriptions of smooth eye movements
[9,16].
Using this quantitative description of eye dynamics, we
directly tested whether the population activity of the
Purkinje cells in our sample (n  50) provides adequate
compensation for the eye plant. However, we did not
know a priori the amplitude of the contribution that each
Purkinje cell makes to the eye movement, because each
may provide different numbers or strengths of synapses
onto target neurons in the brain stem. It is also possible
that our sample of Purkinje cells is biased toward those
with particular temporal ®ring patterns. On the other hand,
weighting the contribution of each Purkinje cell independently would create a large number of free parameters
and, because many Purkinje cells have similar ®ring
patterns, many of these parameters would be redundant.
To constrain the number of parameters, we therefore
parameterized the contribution of each Purkinje based
upon the degree of overshoot exhibited during the initiation of pursuit. We quanti®ed the degree of overshoot with
an overshoot index, which represents the fractional overshoot in ®ring exhibited during pursuit onset (de®ned in
the Measures section of Materials and Methods). For the
population of Purkinje cells (n  50) the mean overshoot
index was 2.34 ( 4.49, s.d.), meaning that the average
transient component was more than twice as large as the
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sustained component, consistent with earlier ®ndings
[6,11]. We then scaled the contribution of each Purkinje cell
to the population average by multiplying their ®ring
pattern with a weight (Weighti ) determined by the equation: Weighti  wo  ws overshoot indexi (2), where wo and
ws de®ne the intercept and slope, respectively, of a linear
function with the overshoot index as the independent
variable. This equation allowed us to smoothly grade the
contribution of each Purkinje with just two free parameters.
Changes in the two parameters wo and ws de®ned
different weighting schemes that produced very different
estimates of the population average of Purkinje cell activity. Passing these population averages through the description of the eye plant, in turn, predicted eye movements
with substantially different temporal pro®les (Fig. 2). For
example, a low weighting scheme (ws  ÿ0.045, wo  0.35)
biased the population average toward those Purkinje cells
with smaller or no overshoots and predicted an eye movement that undershoots the actual observed eye movement.
A high weighting scheme (ws  0.045, wo  0.35) biased the
population average toward Purkinje cells with larger overshoots and predicted an eye movement that overshoots the
observed eye movement.
To determine the best weighting scheme, we adjusted
wo and ws to minimize the difference between the predicted and actual eye movements. The resulting optimal
weighting scheme (ws  0.003. wo  0.370) produced an
excellent match between predicted and actual eye speed, as
indicated by the determination coef®cient (0.98) of the
correlation between the two signals. Importantly, this
optimal scheme weighted each Purkinje cell almost
equally: that is, the value of ws (0.003) was close to zero.
When we imposed an explicitly equal weighting scheme
(ws  0.0, wo  0.376; that is, the ®ring rate of each Purkinje
cell was scaled by the same factor of 0.376 deg/s/(spikes/
s)), we obtained a similar excellent match between predicted and actual eye speed (determination coef®cient:
0.98). To determine whether this equal weighting scheme
provided a good model of actual eye velocity, we compared the predicted and actual eye velocities using a ÷2
test. The resulting Q score (. 0.99) indicates that it is , 1%
likely that the differences between the two sets of data
were not due merely to chance. When we compared the
predicted eye speed obtained with the equal weighting
scheme to that produced with the optimal weighting
scheme, we again found that the differences were probably
due to chance (Q . 0.99). These results demonstrate that a
population average of equally weighted Purkinje cells can
compensate for eye dynamics during pursuit eye movements.
The match between predicted and actual eye speed is
not an automatic consequence of the facts that the eye
plant has sluggish dynamics and Purkinje cells exhibit a
range of overshoots in ®ring rate. For example, the eye
plant is sometimes described in a simpler form by omitting
the zero term, Ts . This simpli®cation ignores the slide
component in the ®ring rate of ocular motor neurons
[14,17] and reduces the eye plant to a low-pass ®lter. When
we used this simpler description of the eye plant (Fig. 2),
the weighted average of Purkinje cell ®ring provided a
poor match between predicted and actual eye speed

(r2  0.80, Q . 0.05), even when the weighting scheme was
optimized to produce the best ®t (ws  0.074, wo  0.24).
To analyze the effect of plant dynamics more systematically, we tested the match between predicted and actual
eye speed for a range of hypothetical alternative plants.
Using a population average obtained by equally weighting
each Purkinje cell (i.e. ws  0.0), we altered the timeconstant parameters of the eye plant (T1 , T2 , Ts ), and
determined the coef®cients of determination obtained with
the best-®t values of wo . The best matches (maximum r2 )
between predicted and actual eye speed were obtained
when T1 , T2 and Ts remained within 15% of their standard
values, as indicated by the plots of r2 values in Fig. 3. The
optimal plant (i.e. the plant that the system appears
designed to compensate for) using equally weighted Purkinje cell outputs has parameters (14, 202 and 76 ms for T1 ,
T2 and Ts , respectively) that are very singular to those of
the standard eye plant (16, 179 and 83 ms). When we
compared the predicted eye speed obtained with this
optimal plant to that produced with the standard plant, we
found that the differences were probably due to chance
(Q . 0.99). Together, these results argue that the population
average of Purkinje cells is speci®cally tuned to compensate for the dynamics of the eye.
Finally, the compensation for eye dynamics generalizes
to other eye speeds and across subjects. In each of the two
monkeys, we recorded the ®ring rate of some Purkinje cells
during pursuit eye movements at several different speeds.
Using an equal weighting scheme (ws  0) and setting the
single free parameter w, to ®xed values of either 0.480
(monkey 1) or 0.436 (monkey 2). we obtained a set population averages for each monkey (Fig. 4a). Passing these
population averages through the description of the standard eye plant again produced temporal pro®les of eye
speed that were good predictors of the actual movements
(Fig. 4b). Because we used a single parameter to scale the
®ring rates across different speeds, these predictions
assume that the ®ring rates of Purkinje cells scale linearly
with eye speed and that their ®ring rates sum linearly.
Overall, the predicted and actual eye speeds were highly
correlated (r2 . 0.95), although in some cases the discrepancies between predicted and actual eye speed could not
be attributed to chance (Q sometimes , 0.05). The absence
of a good ®t between predicted and actual eye speed in
these cases (10 deg/s for monkey 1 and 30 deg/s for
monkey 2) argues that our strict assumption of linearity is
likely an oversimpli®cation. Indeed, an eye-velocity saturation non-linearity has previously been proposed for the
pursuit system that might account for the small observed
deviations between the predicted and actual eye speeds
[16]. The likelihood that our sample did not include all
Purkinje cells involved in the pursuit response might also
explain these deviations.

DISCUSSION

These results directly support the idea that the cerebellum
contains internal models that are used to predict and
counteract the physical constraints encountered during
movement. Our ®nding that the population activity of
Purkinje cells in the ventral para¯occulus can compensate
for the eye plant during pursuit shows that this region of
the cerebellum could act as an inverse model to provide
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Fig. 2. Predicting pursuit eye movements with differently weighted averages of Purkinje cell ®ring. (a) The population average of Purkinje cell ®ring
was passed through a second-order description of the eye plant to produce different predicted eye movements. The population average was obtained
by scaling the ®ring rate of each Purkinje cell (FRi ) by a weight (Weighti ) de®ned by eqn (2), summing the resulting scaled ®ring rates, and dividing by the
total number of Purkinje cells (N). The eye plant is described by a transfer function written in Laplace notation, consisting of one zero (Ts  83 ms) and
two poles (T1  16 ms, T2  179 ms). The input to the eye plant transfer function was the population average of Purkinje cell ®ring and the output was
interpreted as predicted eye speed. Because this model uses Purkinje cell ®ring directly to drive the eye plant, it tests the assumption that no additional
inputs or intervening neural dynamics are required to generate realistic pursuit. In most descriptions of the oculomotor pathways [13], the drive signal
for the eye plant is mathematically integrated and the output of the eye plant is differentiated to obtain eye velocity. Because these integration and
differentiation steps cancel, they were both omitted from the current model. (b) The different weighting schemes used to compute the population
average. The shaded histogram reproduced in each row indicates the distribution of overshoot indices for the 50 Purkinje cells. The different lines in
each row indicate ®ve different weighting functions obtained from eqn (2) using different values of ws and wo , respectively: low (thin line), ÿ0.045 and
0.35; high (thick line), 0.045 and 0.35; optimal, 0.003 and 0.37; equal, 0.0 and 0.376; and optimal: simpler plant, 0.074 and 0.24. (c) The ®ve different
population averages obtained using the ®ve weighting functions described in (b). Bar  25 spikes/s. (d) Comparisons between the predicted (solid) and
actual (gray) temporal pro®les of eye speed. Thin gray lines indicate 1 s.d. of the mean eye speed. r2 values indicate the determination coef®cients for
the correlation between the predicted and actual eye speeds. Bar  15 deg/s.
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Fig. 3. Testing alternative models of the eye plant. The determination
coef®cient for the correlation between predicted and actual eye speeds
is plotted against a range of values for each of the three time constants
of the eye plant: T1 (a), T2 (b) and Ts (c). For each plotted point, we
tested a different alternative plant by changing the values of T1 , T2 or Ts
by some percentage ( 100%) from their standard values of 16, 179 and
83 ms, respectively. For each alternative plant, the population average
was constructed using an equal weighting scheme (ws  0), but the value
of the weight wo was optimized to produce the best ®t. The dashed
vertical lines and adjacent text indicate the time constant values that
produced the highest correlation between predicted and actual eye
speeds.

Fig. 4. Predicting a few speeds of pursuit eye movements with equally
weighted averages of Purkinje cell ®ring. (a) The two sets of population
averages obtained for each monkey during pursuit at the three different
speeds indicated by the number to the left of each trace. Bar indicates
50 spike/s. (b) Comparisons between the predicted (solof each trace. Bar
indicates 50 spike/s. (b) Comparisons between the predicted (solid) and
actual (gray) temporal pro®les of eye speed. The determination coef®cients (r2 values) were 0.99, 0.98, 0.98, 0.99, 0.99 and 0.96, for the six
pairs of traces from top to bottom, respectively. The corresponding six
Q scores (÷2 test) were . 0.99, , 0.05, 0.93, , 0.05, 0.30 and . 0.99.
Bar  40 deg/s.

the motor commands needed to achieve desired smooth
eye movements [18]. Previous studies of the ventral paraflocculus have shown that the temporal pattern of ®ring of
single Purkinje cells can be reconstructed with a weighted
sum of eye movement signals during ocular following
[9,19]. These studies suggested the presence of a partial
inverse dynamics representation, although not all of the
coef®cients required to ®t the data were consistent with
motor neuron ®ring. In particular, the position coef®cient
had a reversed sign, suggesting that additional signals
from some other sources would be required to cancel the
inappropriate position signals from the ventral para¯occulus. Notably, these studies omitted the slide component of
motor neuron ®ring, which compensates for a lead element
in the eye plant by contributing a ®ltered eye velocity
command [17]. As our results show (Fig. 2d), omission of
this term dramatically changes the relationship between
Purkinje cell ®ring and predicted eye movements, and thus
may have been at least partly responsible for the discrepant ®ndings in these previous studies [9,19]. In another
earlier study, using a model that included brain stem

motor pathways as well as the eye plant, we showed that
Purkinje cell activity could be used to predict the temporal
pro®les of pursuit eye velocity [11]. Our current results
extend the above set of ®ndings in three critical respects.
First, by directly applying averages of Purkinje cell ®ring
to the eye plant, our results demonstrate that the Purkinje
cell population activity provides dynamic compensation
without the need for additional inputs or processing.
Second, by testing different weighting schemes, our results
show that simply adding the ®ring rates of all Purkinje
cells in the population achieves near-optimal compensation. Third, by testing alternative plants, our results indicate that this compensation is speci®cally tuned for the
dynamics of the oculomotor plant.
Although the origin of this compensatory activity is not
known, the absence of such activity on the eye movement
inputs to the ventral para¯occulus [4,20] indicates that
these signals are due to other, possibly visual, inputs to the
cerebellum or to computations accomplished within the
cerebellar cortex itself. Adaptive changes within the cerebellar circuitry [21,22] could make it possible to read out
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the distributed activity of Purkinje cells with such a simple
equal weighting scheme and still achieve appropriate
dynamic compensation. Alternatively, by pooling Purkinje
cells with unequal weights downstream of the cerebellum,
it may be possible to quickly compensate for novel motor
constraints. Finally, these results imply that accurate tracking can be achieved if the descending control signals from
the cerebral cortex simply specify the motion of the target
object, because compensation for motor constraints can be
accomplished downstream. These data from the cerebellum
therefore complement previous physiological and behavioral ®ndings suggesting that information about visual
and eye motion are integrated within extrastriate cortex
(e.g., the medial superior temporal area) to provide a target
motion signal for pursuit [23±25].

CONCLUSION

Our results demonstrate that an equally weighted average
of Purkinje cell outputs can compensate for the dynamics
of the eye during smooth tracking movements. These
results address a general problem about brain function:
how does the nervous system accomplish movements
accurately, given the complex mechanical problems posed
by biological components like muscles and connective
tissue? Our ®ndings suggest that the brain may indeed
solve this problem by incorporating internal models of the
body parts that are to be controlled.
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